concept of volition (control by a sentient subject) must be considered an intrinsic semantic component of imperfective causatives that convey conative meaning.
Part II, entitled "The trade-off between aspect and tense as typological parameters", turns to the examination of the relative prominence of tense, mood, and aspect -the topic of the previous volume in the same series as the present monograph (Bhat 1999) . "Some notes on the Georgian resultative" (pp. 117-139) , by Winfried Boeder, shows that Modern Georgian possessive resultatives (a periphrastic construction consisting of a helping verb plus past passive participle) are related to participial compounds with incorporated terms. "Preterites and imperfects in the languages of Europe" (pp. 141-161), by Rolf Thieroff, argues that the imperfect (rather than the imperfective past) is the default past tense. "The qualitative meaning of Russian imperfective verbs in passive constructions" (pp. 163-170), by Youri Poupynin, argues that such sentences as Takie zadachi s trudom reshajutsja 'Such problems are solved (only) with difficulty', which contain imperfective reflexive verbs, closely resemble true passive constructions. In "Typological notes on aspect and actionality in Kipchak Turkic" (pp. 171-184), Lars Johanson examines viewpoint categories in northwestern Turkic languages. "Distributivity: More than aspect" (pp. 185-205), by Inga B. Dolinina, argues that distributive verb forms are characterized by "event plurality", a category broader than aspect itself. "The past perfect in Armenian" (pp. 207-221) , by Natalia A. Kozintseva, is a diachronic semantic analysis of the development of one verb form from Old Armenian. Finally, "Aspects of aspect in Korean psych-predicates: Implications for psych-predicates in general" (pp. 223-249), by Chungmin Lee, provides semantic analysis of mental state verbs in Korean, explaining why these verbs take progressive forms.
Part III, called "Events and their componentiality," turns to the issue of sub-aspect or Aktsionsart. In "How descending is ascending German? On the deep interrelations between tense, aspect, pronominality, and ergativity" (pp. 253-292), Werner Abraham examines how closely German tense and aspect categories are correlated in the verbal predicate; the discussion includes many typological comparisons to other Indo-European languages. Georgij Silnitsky's "Verbal temporalization in Although many of the articles were translated into English for inclusion in the volume, the editors are to be commended for the uniformly high stylistic quality of the finished product. Many other languages or topics might have easily been added to make the book far longer, and the conclusions of some articles are better substantiated than others. Overall, however, this book is important for the many interdependencies it reveals between TAM categories cross-linguistically, and for extending enquiry regarding this important topic into new geographic and typological territory.
